Natural History collections are essential resources for taxonomy, systematics, ecological, and climate change research. These collections also reflect the biases and colonial past of our collecting institutions and the science that results from using these collections also reflects these biases. Mass digitization of the herbarium at the National Museum of Natural History has provided researchers with the opportunity to study botanical specimens and their associated metadata at a scale that was previously impossible. In this talk, I describe two research projects using mass-digitized natural history data. The first is using computer vision to understand the evolution and diversification of ferns by considering all available digitized fern specimen images, more than 1000 species. The second project, part of the American Women’s History Initiative, is using natural language processing to correct the scientific record, particularly for women, often volunteers or spouses of Smithsonian employees. These women were historically critical to building collections and enabling science at the Smithsonian, but their contributions were often missed or erased. We use specimen metadata, including the specimen collector and identifier fields, as well as Smithsonian Annual Reports, which date back to the founding of the Smithsonian in 1846, to put into context the work these women did for the Smithsonian. Both projects highlight the opportunities and challenges of machine learning approaches for digitized museum collections.
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